A Change Is Coming for the IAS Publications Page Length N ew for 2019, the standard maxi mum length of articles and papers published i n IEEE Industry Applications Magazine and IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications Magazine will be nine pages. Starting in January 2019, an overlength page charge will apply to papers and articles approved for publication that are found to be exceptionally long. This charge will be calculated at the rate of US$120 per overleng t h page, beginning with page 11 (i.e., authors will be allowed one page beyond the stan dard maximum without charge). An invoice will be sent to the designat ed corresponding author at the time that the page proof is approved. Note that there is no opportunity to further revise papers for length after they have been formatted for publication.
The page length requirement is included in the recently updated "Information for Authors" section on the IEEE Industry Applications Society (IAS) Publications website at https:// ias.ieee.org/publications.html. Authors are encouraged to review this doc ument, as it may aid in the timely publication of their papers. Several important topics are included in the "Information for Authors" section.
• •
• The role of the IAS Publications Department is described, detail ing its overseeing governing poli cies and quality management of IAS publications.
• • A description is provided of the three main types of techni cal papers publ i shed by the IAS. Research papers report on research conducted in either in dustry or university laboratories and tend to be serial in nature; i.e., a research program typical ly offers opportunities to write papers at various stages in the progress of the program, with each paper building on the back ground established by previous papers. Survey papers present an overview of a field of technology and tend to be both tutorial and timeless in nature. Application papers convey practical experi ence to those engaged in similar activities. Application papers are a form of bestpractice collabora tion in the practitioner commu nity of the IAS.
•
• Conference papers are published in the records of more than 30 annual conferences sponsored or cosponsored by the IAS. Con ference records are archived in IEEE Xplore.
• • An explanation of the peerreview process is included, which utilizes ScholarOne Manuscripts (S1M), an online paper management tool supported by IEEE.
• • Instructions are provided for com pleting a transfer copyright form on the S1M confirmation page that appears after a manuscript has been successfully submit ted. This link produces IEEE's eCopyright Application in a pop up browser window. The author will be required to answer a few questions and then sign an elec tronic copyright transfer form. 
From tHE Editor's dEsk (continued from page 3)
PrEsidEnt's mEssagE (continued from page 4) and application issues associated with the technologies with which we are involved. This also provides opportunities for IAS members in any Region to attend international conferences without traveling long distances. This growth also enhances the possibility for authors to publish papers in IAS publications, which require papers to be presented at an IAS-sponsored technical conference.
We are also sponsors of six student-led conferences around the globe. These conferences give young members the opportunity to develop not only their technical skills but also their organizational, communication, and presentation skills, while also providing considerable networking opportunities.
The IAS also added a new Society-level award to acknowledge the services of young members. Introduced in 2016, the IEEE IAS Outstanding Young Member Service Award recognizes outstanding service and contributions to the profession through involvement in IAS activities by an IAS member younger than 35 years of age.
We are seeing the benefit of placing emphasis on youth and global initiatives. The IAS is one of a handful of the 39 IEEE Societies showing strong year-to-year membership growth. Apart from just the membership growth, however, the primary benefit that is emerging is membership and volunteer engagement, irrespective of geographic Region or years of experience. IAS is ultimately able to provide more value to its membership. • • Requirements are detailed for ensuring publication ethics, including technical validity, author recognition, plagiarism, and transparency in the peer review process. Publications are a serious matter for the IAS. IEEE and IAS have ear ned a reputation for maintaining high standards for its publications. Reviewing, understanding, and complying with requirements in the "Information for Authors" document is essential to preserving the integrity of our publications.
